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by Ed Marston

Tentyyean; of proximity have led me to
see the Gunnison National Forest inwest-

. central Colorado as a rogue outfit. I first
saw roguishness in 1982, when it did an

environmental impact statement to justify construc-
tion of a molybdenum mine by AMAX.

The EIS was shameless and contemptuous
of the public, spuming the very idea of intelli-
gent analysis. It said the mine would be econom-
ic even though the price of moly was in the cel-
lar (and stayed there, forcing AMAX to abandon
the project after it got its permits). The EIS said
building a powerline through a scenic corridor
would eliminate the need to build a powerline
later, thus creating the concept of "pre-emptive impact-
ing." And it paid mocking lip service to the Antiquities
Act by saying that the 155 million tons of tailings to be
dumped in a scenic valley would- preserve and protect
that valley's archaeological sites by burying them.

Even AMAX was embarrassed: But the then-
supervisor of the Gunnison, an old-school forester
named Jimmy Wilkins, couldn't have been prouder.
People outside the agency may be critical, he said, but
he'd gotten lots of praise "in-service."

I've since learned that to many agency employees
"in-service" counts for everything, and outsiders - the
public, other agencies, the forces of nature - count for
nothing. Jimmy Wilkins and his forest were marching
to a drum I couldn't hear - a drum I naively hadn't
realized existed.

Wilkins retired shortly after the EIS. With mining
and oil and gas dead, his successor concentrated on
enticing Louisiana-Pacific to build a mill to process the
aspen trees that were clogging the forest. To justify
.massive roading and logging, Ray Evans warned the
public that spruce-fir would take over aspen stands
unless they were "rejuvenated" through clearcutting.
·What was the problem with spruce-fir invasion? Agen-
cy research had shown that spruce-fir don't tum red in
the fall,.so a.spruce-fir takeover would spell the end of
fall Color Sunday drives. To save Color Sunday for
posterity, the Forest Service needed to log aspen.

No doubt this reasoning was treated with great
respect in-service, but !owns a!!~~~!1t!esthroughout
west-central Colorado were so enraged that a new for-

_ est supervisor was brought in to redo the plan.
While the faces changed, the march to an in-ser-

. vice tempo continued. The latest supervisor, Robert
Storch, has just proposed oil and gas leasing for almost
every square foot of the forest. Even though a series of
court cases out of the northern Rockies has ordered the

It's time to
clearcut the
Forest Service

agency to do comprehensive planning before leasing,
the Gunnison forest proposes, to take a particularly
spectacular piece of malfeasance, to lease the gologi-
cally unstable area containing the springs that supply
drinking water to the town of Paonia.

The Gunnison also commits sins of omission. The
forest's jewel is the West Elk Wilderness. But the Gun-
nison has failed to clear deadfall across most of the

West Elk's trails. When hikers and riders encounter a
trail blocked by a fallen tree, they pick their way
around it, creating a new trail. Some trails have been
neglected for decades, and now consist of a rat's maze
of parallel, eroding ribbons of dirt.

One "trail" is kept clear, however: the Beckwith
Stockway to Swampy Pass - a 15-to 20-foot wide,
eroding cattle road paved witb urine, and cowpies that
makes its four-mile way up, over and down a steep
ridge. That ugly, destructive, linear clearcut has
destroyed small drainages and makes a mockery of
multiple use, let alone of wilderness.

So long as 1 only looked at the Gunnison, it
seemed a rogue forest. But High Country News covers
many national forests. And from that broader perspec-
tive, the Gunnisonis not unique. It is a perfectly aver-
age, conforming part of the U.S. Forest Service. If I
lived-near Arizona's Coconino or Prescott-national
. forests, I would be outraged by inappropriate land
trades and recreation development. If I lived near
Wyoming's Thunder Basin National Grassland, admin-
isterd by the Medicine Bow National Forest, I would
be incredulous at a land trade that every public- official,
including Gov. Mike Sullivan,and most.local people'
oppose, except for the Forest Service and the man who
initiated the trade: And so the trade is going ahead ..

People in the Northwest are near forests the agen-
cy has devastated ecologically even as it allowed some

',c. logging' companies to steal trees. Forest Service- Chief
Dale Robertson's excuse for not stopping the thefts is
that efforts to switch to-anew system have met with
"significantresistance" in the West. So here's an agen-

cy that can't stop theft because the thieves have
too.much influence over it.

Robertson, so colorless out-service he is
almost transparent, is a tiger "in-service," as
shown by the forced resignation of Northern .
Rockies Regional Forester John Mumma. In
addition, nine of the 13 Northern Region forest
supervisors who signed a letter in 1989 saying
the agency had lost its sense of mission are
gone. Instead of taking the letter as loyal criti-
cism, Forest Service brass treatedit as treason.
Rather than reform, the agency went to the
mattresses.

Forestry professor James Kennedy of
Utah State University, who is both a critic and
fan of the Forest Service, says its staff can be
divided into "cats" and "dogs." The "cats"
show loyalty to their disciplines. The "dogs"
show loyalty to the organization.

Kennedy's distinction recalls

the old question: What does the earth rest on?
The answer: a giant turtle. And below the giant
turtle? Another turtle. In fact, the joke goes, it's
turtles all the way down.

And in the Forest Service? It's dogs much
of the way down and all the way up. As the
ousters in the northern Rockies show, there are
those who put mission above the organization.
But especially at and near the top, it is almost ail
dogs. Robertson gives his loyalty to the Western
senators, who in tum are loyal dogs to the min-
ing, logging and oil arid gas industries.

Over the long term, dog- like organizations
aren't much good to anyone. Because no one
trusts ,the Forest Service, we can't solve land-
based problems. We see this with Clinton sci-

ence-based Option Nine approach to old-growth tim-
ber. It may be an excellent plan, but it is in trouble
because no one. trusts the Forest Service to administer
science-based policy.

Environmentalists want no-logging preserves
ratherthan mixed-use areasbecause we know the For-
est Service can't implement a policy-that requires good
science and ecologicaLintegrity.

The scientists an-dadministrators who worked Qn
OptionNine, like those whoworked on grazing reform,
are wasting their time and avoiding the real job, which
is agency reform.

Of course Robertson needs i~be replaced with
someone the agency would never choose. When the
agency chose Robertson to replace Max Peterson
instead of choosing it reformer, it lost its last chance to
control its destiny. But a reform minded chief is not
enough. We need a land management agency made up
of people who will fight to protect the ground, and then
noisily resign if thwarted from above.

But the agency rejects those loyal to the ground. In
summer 1990, I spoke to the Rocky Mountain Region's
forest supervisors and staff members about Don Oman,
tbe Twin Falls, Idaho, district ranger who ran afoul of his
agency by attempting to control his grazing permittees. I
said that if Oman were to work for a supportive forest
supervisor, he would makean excellent ranger, given his
courageand determinationto improvethe land.

The reaction was embarrassed silence, as if I'd
given the talk with my fly unzipped.To the audience,
Don Oman was an"outcast. They couldn't understand
that a person could be a.good member of the- Forest
Service and yet also fight publicly to change it.

The Forest Service is beyond redemption, and should
be abolished. It would not be a huge, loss. There is little
institutional or human memory in the agency, given, the
frequency with which employees are transferred, given
how the agency has isolated itself from the ground and.
from'communities, and given its contempt for science.

Although abolition would be bard, it wouldn't be
as impossible-as-reform. And the debate over how to
replacethe Forest Service would invigorate the Wes!"..

Perhaps most important, abolition of this rogue -
agency would represent justice. The'W.st,:.wliich is a
declining region ecologically, econo,jlically a;;-asocial-
ly, needs an act of justice (o.sliOwthat it can still recog-
nize what is right, a_odthendo it.
- The rule of:'lIfe is "adapt or die." The Forest Ser-

vice jlaffailed to adapt. Therefore it must die .•
if .
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